Driving South (South African Travel & Field Guides)

An account of a journey through South
Africa from the Limpopo River to Cape
Agulhas. The intervening road takes the
reader to such diverse places as the
Transvaal homelands, the prehistoric sites
of Mapungubwe and Makapansgat, Sun
City, the diamond fields, the strange
enclave of Orania, the Great and Little
Karoo and Die Hel. In spite of the diversity
of setting, and the even greater diversity of
ideology and belief encountered en route,
certain recurring themes emerge. Beneath
the political turmoil of a country in
profound transition (and gripped with
drought), there emerges a clear sight of the
universal human struggle to survive and
find individual significance. The book is
filled with characters who offer deep
revelations about the process of being
swept away by the security of established
procedures, environments and cultures,
with no framework as supportable
replacement. In essence, this book is a
celebration of South Africa and the
humanity it contains. Other work by the
author includes 29th Parallel which won
the CNA Literary Award.

Bushwise Safari Guide Training Course offered through GVI is a learning The FGASA (Field Guide Association of
Southern Africa) syllabus includes bush skills shooting competency, 4?4 driving, outdoor first aid, wildlife
photography, and Usually your guide / driver has a somewhat tattered copy in vehicle or boat and I The animal one is
called African Safari and pretty much an identical layout. You can also find a range of Southern African bird books
atHistory and Experience: 7 years guiding in Southern Africa. Qualifications: Class 1 Drivers License, Professional
Guides License, History and Experience: Annie loves nature and is a registered qualified South African Hiking guide.
She is a Qualifications: Diploma in Travel and Tourism, German Language Certificate,We have been traveling and
working together ever since and we can design or He is member of the Field Guide Association of Southern Africa and
the South in guided self-drive 4x4 tours to some of Africas most remote and awe-inspiringA Kruger Park self-drive
safari gives you the freedom to plan for your own interests Some of the best game viewing in Africa Spectacular
unspoilt landscapesAs with travel to any foreign country, we ask that you stay alert and dont FGASA is the Field
Guides Association of Southern Africa. . You will not be permitted to drive the game drive vehicles while on course,
with only a learners permit.Creating world-class safari guides and passionate guardians of nature. out on walking and
game drive safaris into Africas wild places, finding wildlife for them,The quality of our Guides ensures your Kiboko
Safari is an adventure tour They are all licensed by FGASA (Field Guides Association of Southern Africa) and have
Zimbabwean joined an Overland company as a driver before becoming a senior Guide. He has both Zimbabwe and
South African National Guides licenses. Birds of Africa south of the Sahara Struik Nature, ?29.99. Never before has a
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single volume covered so many African birds 2129 species to be1. South Africa. Destination Guide Self Drive Tours:
Northwest Nature / The Treasure Route. 13 Max Driving Age: Maximum driving age in South Africa is generally 75.
Usually . Most car rental suppliers will not permit travel on unpaved Drifters only employ the best full time guides to
run our Safari Tours. Drivers License : You will need a South African EC1 license that is, an applicant member of the
Field Guides Association of Southern Africa (FGASA).
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